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Abstract

The assessment of the impact of future system changes, such as climate or land use
change on our ecosystems is becoming increasingly important. Integrative ecosystem
models, such as the SWAT model, are useful tools for the evaluation of our water
resources. A profound knowledge of the uncertainties of model predictions (and
the respective sensitivities of model inputs) is however essential for decision making.
Unfortunately, uncertainty assessment is not yet standard procedure in today´s model
applications. Available software is very limited to specific cases and lacks the possibility
for adaptation. An implementation of the SWAT model into the R programming
environment however, shows great potential to develop highly flexible workflows for
SWAT model applications and the analysis of model results. Based on my recent
work in developing SWAT modelling workflows in R, the central goal of this research
stay was to increase the chances for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis to become a
standard procedure in SWAT model applications and to make these methods easily
accessible to SWAT users. With the development of user friendly SWAT modelling
workflows in R, involving state-of-the-art methods for uncertainty and sensitivity
analysis, the implementation of the most recent developments of the SWAT model
and the planned provision of detailed documentation and study material, this research
stay has the potential to make an essential contribution to the SWAT community.





1 Introduction

1.1 Modeling the impacts on our water resources
under future change

The management of our landscapes, changes in our agricultural systems and the
impact of climate change pose some of the key challenges for maintaining the quality
and quantity of our future fresh water resources in the future (Rockström et al., 2009;
Steffen et al., 2015). In particular, agricultural practices impact the nitrogen and the
phosphorous cycles and a strong future increase is expected globally (Steffen et al.,
2015; Sutton and Bleeker, 2013). Thus, the quality of our water resources has been
deteriorating on a global scale since the 1990’s (UNEP, 2016).

The assessment of the impact of future system changes, such as climate or land
use change on our ecosystems is becoming increasingly important. Integrative eco-
hydrological models are useful tools assess the quantity and quality of our water
resources. A few eco-hydrological models are available to model water and nutrient
fluxes on a watershed scale. The available models strongly differ in their complexity
and the representation of the relevant environmental processes. While MONERIS
(MOdelling Nutrient Emissions in RIver Systems; Venohr et al., 2010) calculates
long-term average nutrient budgets from that are introduced into the water bodies
via different pathways, more complex models such as the Hydrological Simulation
Program FORTRAN (HSPF; Bicknell, 1997), or the Soil and Water Assessment Tool
(SWAT; Arnold et al., 1998) simulate environmental processes on a daily scale and
spatially distributed.

The SWAT model is by far the most frequently used model in the water quality
context on catchment scale (Mannschatz et al., 2016). SWAT is a continuous, process-
based semi-distributed model. The processes calculated on the land phase include water
balance components such as interception; infiltration; shallow and deep percolation;
surface runoff; lateral flow; groundwater flow; plant uptake and evapotranspiration; or
the pathways of nutrients such as the input through atmospheric deposition or fertilizer
application, the transformation into other forms of a nutrient, and nutrient transport
(Neitsch et al., 2011). The model’s flexibility to consider the relevant processes of the
water and the nutrient cycles in a holistic modeling approach allows to implement
SWAT to simulate the impact of future changes (such as land use change, climate
change, or urban development) on different variables of the water cycle (Mehdi et al.,
2015; Schürz et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2017), water quality (Guse et al., 2015; Mehdi
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et al., 2015; Schürz et al., 2019; Teshager et al., 2016), or sediment yield (Bieger et al.,
2013).

1.2 Flexible open source tools for the challenges
in eco-hydrological modeling

To draw informed conclusions from environmental modeling studies a profound knowl-
edge about the relevant processes to simulate is essential. Thus, a model should be
able to represent the relevant processes appropriately, but also the impacts on the
relevant processes due to possible future changing conditions (Clark et al., 2008, Chiew
and Vaze (2015); Milly et al., 2008). Eco-hydrological models are, however, always a
simplification of the real world processes. Different model setups and different sets of
parameters in a model can perform equally well to reproduce historical observations, an
issue well-known as equifinality in the literature (Beven, 1996, 2006; Beven and Freer,
2001; Schulz et al., 1999). Further, the simulation of future changes in climate, or the
land use are always uncertain. In environmental impact studies different plausible
future changes are typically analyzed with scenario based modeling, where an array of
discrete scenarios cover a range of plausible future developments (Clark et al., 2016).To
approach such challenges, model parameter calibration and parameter sensitivity anal-
ysis, model optimization, ensemble modeling, scenario based modeling are standard
elements of most environmental impact assessments. Albeit, these procedures are
similar in their implementation and follow straight-forward principles, all modeling
studies have their peculiarities and therefore require flexible tools for their analysis.

The SWAT community has been developing tools in the past, that support a
modeler in the model setup (using graphical GIS user interfaces such as ArcSWAT
(Winchell et al., 2015) and QSWAT (Dile et al., 2016, 2018)), in the evaluation of
simulation outputs (White et al., 2014), or in the parameter calibration and sensitivity
analysis (Abbaspour, 2015). The available tools strongly promote the user-friendliness
of SWAT. Without doubt, these tools are a main reasons for the wide application of
the SWAT model. The software SWAT-CUP for instance, provides several methods for
model calibration and parameter sensitivity analysis and allows an efficient processing
of many standard model applications. Yet, SWAT-CUP is limited to the implemented
functionality and does not support any major user defined adaption of the provided
methods.

Open source high-level programming languages, such as python (python.org), R (R
Core Team, 2019), or julia (Bezanson et al., 2012) are becoming increasingly popular
in the environmental sciences, as they provide great flexibility in the preparation and
analysis of environmental data. A major strength of these programming environments
is the large number packages (or libraries) provided and peer-reviewed by the respective
communities. The available packages allow to efficiently implement and apply state-
of-the-art methods into any data analysis workflow. The number of R packages
hosted on the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), for instance, grew almost
exponentially from under 1000 packages in the year 2007 to over 13000 packages in

https://www.python.org/
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2018. Several of the R packages hosted on CRAN are useful for environmental model
applications, such as sensitivity (Iooss et al., 2018) and fast (Reusser, 2015) for
parameter sensitivity analysis, lhs (Carnell, 2019) or randtoolbox (Dutang C. and
P., 2018) for parameter sampling and model calibration, or ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016),
dygraphs (Vanderkam et al., 2018), plotly (Carson Sievert, 2018) and many others
to explore and visualize simulation results. An even larger number of R packages is
indirectly useful in any data analysis.

Several SWAT implementations and tools are available for python and R. Carla
Camargos (2018) presented an implementation of SWAT into python to employ
the functionality of the python library SPOTPY (Houska et al., 2015) for parameter
sensitivity analysis and parameter calibration of SWAT projects. Joseph and Guillaume
(2013) provided a step by step recipe to implement a parallelized MCMC algorithm for
SWAT in R. R packages, such as EcoHydRology (Fuka DR, 2018), SWATmodel (Fuka
et al., 2014; Fuka, 2014), or R-SWAT-FME (Wu and Liu, 2012, 2014) provide solutions
to execute and analyze SWAT projects from within an R instance.

1.3 Central goals and structure
Despite the availability of solutions to implement the SWAT model in R (or any other
open source high-level programming language), none of the available R packages yet
provide the flexibility and usability to find a great acceptance in the SWAT community
and to sufficiently support the model users with processing their model applications in
R. Key to a wider implementation of SWAT modeling workflows in R is the provision
of an R package that seamlessly integrates a SWAT project into the R environment.
Yet, a sustainable solution that finds great acceptance in the SWAT user community
requires also detailed documentation, tutorials and appropriate training. Consequently,
the outcome of this work should provide the following:

• The R package SWATplusR will be introduced as a new approach to seamlessly
integrate the SWAT model into any R programming workflow. The development
of SWATplusR bases on previously developed R packages, tools and scripts that
proved to be essential tools in previous SWAT-R projects.

• The latest version of the SWAT model (SWAT+) will be implemented in
SWATplusR. The cooperation with the SWAT developers ensures a seamless
incorporation of the new model version.

• A detailed documentation of the SWATplusR package should provide guidance
in the application of the R package functionality. The documentation should
further contain examples and tutorials that provide best practice examples
for standard modeling tasks such as parameter sensitivity analysis, or model
calibration.

• The application of the SWATplusR package and typical modeling workflows in
the R environment will be prepared in form of on-line learning materials. These
will be published openly accessible and free of use.
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• Based on the established learning materials a workshop format will be developed
that should provide the opportunity to learn these methods first hand on a
regular basis (e.g. together with SWAT user conferences)

The following document will cover the above mentioned goals as follows: In section 2 I
will, in brief, outline the previous work on R packages that I developed and that were
substantially tested and implemented in previous SWAT modeling studies. Section 3
provides an overview for the SWATplusR package. I will address the design decisions
that were made prior to the development of the SWATplusR package to delineate
the capabilities but also the limitations of the R package. Further, the R packages’
functionality and its implementation in modeling workflows is explained. Section 4
demonstrates the application of the R package and its compatibility with other R
packages. Section 4 is basically a collection of study materials that summarizes tasks
that are commonly performed in any modeling study are illustrated using SWATplusR.
That collection of study materials is the result of a first workshop held at the end of
my research stay. The materials developed for that course and the experiences and
feedbacks collected in this workshop will be the basis for future workshop formats.
The outlook for future work and the possible implementation in teaching (e.g. on-line
tutorials and workshops) will be addressed in section 5.
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The SWAT model setup requires very detailed input data, that is often unavailable
with an adequate spatial or thematic resolution. In other cases the parameters that
are mandatory for the model setup are not available and inferring these data from the
available data is necessary. Over the last years our working group developed methods
to overcome the limitations of missing input data and to eventually set up SWAT
models that adequately represent the study areas by employing limited data that is
often available.

Detailed agricultural land use data is usually very limited. Yet, agricultural statis-
tics are often available on different administrative levels. The R package SWATfarmR
(Schürz et al., 2017a) allows the SWAT user to infer spatially distributed management
schedules for the agricultural land uses in a SWAT model setup from agricultural
statistics and climate data based on simple rules. SWAT requires detailed soil data
for a model setup. In many cases field measurements are unavailable. Though, global
soil data sets strongly improved in spatial resolution and prediction accuracy. A very
comprehensive global soil data base is provided by the SoilGrids project (Hengl et
al., 2017). To make use of these substantial data in SWAT model setup we developed
the R package soilgridr (Schürz, 2018b) that allows to develop the required SWAT
soil input data set from SoilGrids data. Climatic data is often provided as gridded
NetCDF or binary data. SWAT however requires the weather input data as time
series data for points in space that are assigned to sub units of a model setup. With
the aRastoCAT (Schürz, 2018a) R package we provide a solution to derive the weather
input data for a SWAT model setup from gridded weather data.

With the SWATpasteR (Schürz et al., 2017b) R package we developed an R package
that allowed to integrate SWAT projects into R programming workflows. It based
on a highly rigid data structure and the focus of the R package was to provide an
enclosed environment for model calibration and sensitivity analysis. The consequence
was, however, that this framework quickly became very inflexible in many applications
and always required expert knowledge of the developers in its application. Although it
was heavily tested and sucessfully applied in several model applications (Odusanya et
al., 2019; e.g.; Schürz et al., 2019) it was never released; mostly due to its inflexibility.
Based on all previous R package developments we identified aspects that were limiting
for the users, but also processes that were intuitively adopted. Most important
was however the conclusion that many steps of a SWAT-R modeling workflow were
integrated in several R packages, implemented in inflexible ways, or the workflows were
too enclosed in their own environments and the user could therefore not benefit from
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the functionality of other R packages. Consequently, I decided to rethink the design of
the modeling workflows and the corresponding R packages. The SWATplusR package
as the ‘communication interface’ between the SWAT project and the R environment
is a result of that.



3 The ‘SWATplusR‘ package

3.1 Design decisions
The main design goal for SWATplusR was to reduce the functionality to one central,
but essential task, of linking the SWAT project on the local hard drive with the
users workflows in the R programming environment. Minimum requirements, such as
modifying model parameters, controlling simulation periods and specific settings for the
model simulation, or defining model outputs that should be extracted from a simulation,
have to be facilitated by the R package in order to seamlessly integrate SWAT in
modeling studies that are performed entirely in R. Moreover, the handling of SWAT
projects should be free of unintended side effects, intuitive in usability, computationally
efficient and should be possible on different operation system platforms. To promote
the implementation of these essential key aspects in the development of SWATplusR I
defined four central design goals for the R package.

3.1.1 Safety and usability
A SWAT project consists of a large number of model input files that define spec-
ifications such as the model parametrization, the linking between modeling units
(e.g. subbasins, aquifers, or hydrological response units (HRUs)), or the driving model
inputs (e.g. weather inputs). Modifications in these input files are, once done, hard to
track and to reproduce. Thus, a central requirement of SWATplusR is that the original
SWAT projects should never be altered in any way when the model is processed in R
(e.g. when parameters are modified, or simulation periods are set). All modifications
in the SWAT input files will be performed in temporary images of the original SWAT
project. Further, SWATplusR should provide a maximum of usability. All relevant
parameters that control a model run are definable in R functions. The terminology
of the functions should clearly define their unintended task and all parameters and
variables use self-explaining names. Consequently, the code to execute a SWAT model
should be easy to read and the implementation of SWATplusR should therefore also be
accessible to non-expert R users.

3.1.2 Compatibility and tidiness
The data.frame (R Core Team, 2019) is the standard format to handle and organize
data in R. Of course there are further, not less relevant data structures available in R.
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Yet, the data.frame is the most accessible structure to R users (particularly to users
that are new to R). data.frames (or modern derivatives such as tibbles (Müller
and Wickham, 2019)) provide variables in columns and corresponding observations of
all variables in rows. Parts of the R community strongly promote a concept for data
structures called ‘tidy data’ to easier facilitate data analysis and eventually to save
resources on cleaning the data (Ross et al., 2017; Wickham, 2014). The structure of
the SWATplusR simulation outputs comply with the ‘tidy data’ concept. Independent
of the defined SWAT output variables, the simulated output that is returned by the R
function has a clear and consistent structure. Each simulated variable forms a table
where each simulation is a column and each simulation time step is an observation for
the respective time step (see Fig. 3.1). The clear and consistent output design should
greatly facilitate the compatibility with other R packages, where often the inputs are
required as data.frames.

one observa�on = 
one simula�on �me step

one simula�on run = 
one model parametriza�on

one output variable

$variable_A $variable_B $variable_C

Simula�on_output

Figure 3.1: The tidy frame work applied to ‘SWATplusR‘.

3.1.3 Platform and model revision independence
A great benefit of the R package SWATmodel is to ability to execute the SWAT model
independent of the operating system. Unfortunately, SWATmodel directly implements
the source code of simplified revisions of SWAT2009 and SWAT2012 into the R
package. Such approach, however, restricts the users to one specific revision of the
SWAT model. The SWAT model is, however, constantly updated and a large number
of different revisions are in use. Therefore, an R package must be compatible with all
recent SWAT model revisions. The goal for SWATplusR was to provide both, platform
independence (Windows and Unix) and the flexibility to use any recent SWAT model
revision in R.

3.1.4 Performance and reliability
The computation time of large SWAT model setups can be a limiting factor in many
case studies. Model calibration and parameter sensitivity analysis may require several
thousand model evaluations. To reduce the total computation time of large SWAT
projects and to efficiently use the computational resources, SWATplusR provides parallel
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computing of SWAT simulations. In many SWAT applications a large number of
variables are of interest in the analysis. The analysis of a large number of model
evaluations and long time series of a large number of variables can easily result in
data sets with sizes that cannot be stored in the computers RAM anymore. Therefore,
SWATplusR also provides the option to store the simulation runs incrementally on the
hard driver rather than keeping the simulations in the RAM storage. A benefit of that
option is that, large SWAT projects can also be executed on computers with small
RAM storage. Further, the incremental saving of simulation results provides safety in
the execution of very long simulations, as possible crashes do not result in complete
data losses then.

3.2 Functionality and programming workflow in R
SWATplusR is a package developed for the high-level programming language R. There-
fore, to make use of the functionality of SWATplusR the installation of R is required.
Further, the functionality of SWATplusR depends on other R packages, that have
to be installed before the user can install SWATplusR. More detail on the R pack-
age dependencies and the installation of the R packages is outlined in Section 4.
SWATplusR provides the link between existing SWAT projects and the R programming
environment. Therefore, the application of SWATplusR requires an existing set up
SWAT project folder together with the correct revision of the SWAT executable file.

The defined design goals resulted in a programming workflow provided with
SWATplusR that is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. With in total 5 functions the functionality
was reduced to the essential minimum that is required to perform SWAT modeling
task. The sections below outline the available functionality provided by these functions
and describes how these functions implement a SWAT project in R. The application
of the functions and how the simulation outputs can be utilized in workflows together
with other R packages is demonstrated in Section 4.
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3.2.1 The SWAT project and demo data

Every SWAT project is organized in a specific structure of input files in the project
folder. The project folder is typically called ‘TxtInOut’ in most SWAT projects as it
is the default name for the Input-Output file folder after setting up a SWAT project
with editors such as ArcSWAT or QSWAT. SWATplusR requires such a complete set
up SWAT project in order to implement it in the workflow in R. As different revisions
of the SWAT model might differ in the structure and organization of the model input
files, the user always has to provide the corresponding SWAT model executable in the
project folder.

To easily test the functionality of SWATplusR the R package provides demo data
sets with the R package. The functionality of SWATplusR is available for the SWAT
versions SWAT2012 and SWAT+ and for the operation systems Windows and Linux.
Therefore, demo data is available for all combinations of SWAT versions and operation
systems. The demo data sets can easily be loaded with the function load_demo()
(see code box below for usage) and the provision of a path on the local hard drive
where the demo data should be stored (see Fig 3.2). The catchment that was selected
for demonstration uses is the upper part of the Little River Experimental Watershed
(LREW) (Bosch et al., 2007) in Georgia, United States, that has been extensively
used in many SWAT modeling studies and that acts as a reference catchment in the
SWAT community (Bailey et al., 2017; e.g.; Bieger et al., 2019, 2016; Pfannerstill et
al., 2017).

Apart from the demo SWAT projects SWATplusR also provides time series data
for discharge at the main outlet of the demo catchment to provide the option to test
model calibration or parameter sensitivity analysis with the demo data. Shape files of
subbasins, HRUs, or the stream network of the set up SWAT projects are provided
for any possible visualization tasks in R.

# Function call to load demo data sets

load_demo(type, path = NULL)

# Arguments

# type Character string that defines the type of demo data
# set to be loaded. type = 'SWAT2012' loads a
# SWAT2012 project folder. type = 'SWATplus' loads a
# SWAT+ project folder. type = 'obs_data' returns the
# observation data for the SWAT demo project.
# path Character string that defines the path where copy
# the SWAT demo project.
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3.2.2 Executing SWAT simulations and extracting simula-
tion outputs

The function run_swat*() links a SWAT project that is located in the project_path
on the local hard dive with the R programming environment. As the differences
between the SWAT versions SWAT2012 and SWAT+ are drastic (including different
input arguments to define and set up a SWAT run), two individual functions to
execute a SWAT project with the respective SWAT versions were developed (replace
the ‘*’ with ‘2012’ to execute a SWAT2012 project and by ‘plus’ to run a SWAT+
project). The minimum requirement to execute a SWAT model that is located in
the project_path is to define the output of the SWAT simulations that should be
returned to R. To define the outputs that are returned from the simulations the
user requires the helper function define_output(). The function define_output()
allows the user to define the requested simulation outputs in a clear terminology and
translates the output definition into the commands to extract these outputs from the
simulation output files in the SWAT project folder. Further this function allows to
calculate new variables from several output variables in the output files directly in the
output extraction step, when necessary.

The run_swat*() functions provide a large number of additional optional parame-
ters to control specific settings of the model execution, the storing of simulation results,
or the information that is provided during and after the simulations. Parameters such
as the start_date, end_date, the output_interval, or years_skip allow control
over time period that should be simulated, or the time steps that should be used
for writing the simulation outputs (either daily, monthly, or yearly). The parame-
ters run_index and n_thread define which of the provided parameter sets should
be used in the simulation (if multiple parameter sets should be used in the SWAT
simulation) and how many parallel threads should be used for the simulation (see Fig
3.2). These two parameters allow an efficient use of computational resources, by using
multiple cores on a computer or multiple computers to perform model simulations
with multiple model parametrizations. Parameters such as save_path, save_file,
return_output, add_parameter, or add_date provide a lot of control over how and
where the simulation results should be saved. A description of the function calls in R
and a detailed documentation of all input arguments that can be defined with the
function calls are provided in the following code boxes:

# Function call to run a SWAT model

run_swat*(project_path, output, parameter = NULL,
start_date = NULL, end_date = NULL,
output_interval = NULL, years_skip = NULL,
run_index = NULL, run_path = NULL, n_thread = NULL,
save_path = NULL, save_file = NULL, return_output = TRUE,
add_parameter = TRUE, add_date = TRUE, refresh = TRUE,
keep_folder = FALSE, quiet = FALSE)
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# Arguments

# project_path Path to the SWAT project folder (i.e. TxtInOut)
# output Define the output variables to extract from the
# SWAT model runs. Use define_output() to define an
# output.
# parameter (optional) SWAT model parameters either provided as
# named vector or data.frame. If parameter is provi-
# ded respective parameters are modified accordingly.
# start_date (optional) Start date of the SWAT simulation.
# Provided as character string in any ymd format (e.g.
# 'yyyy-mm-dd') or in Date format project are located.
# end_date (optional) End date of the SWAT simulation. Provi-
# ded as character string in any ymd format (e.g.
# 'yyyy-mm-dd') or in Date format project are located
# output_interval (optional) Time interval in which the SWAT model
# outputs are written. Provided either as character
# string ("d" for daily, "m" for monthly, or "y" for
# yearly) or as # SWAT input values (0 for monthly,
# 1 for daily, 2 for yearly).
# years_skip (optional) Integer value that provides the number
# of years to be skipped during writing the SWAT
# model outputs
# run_index (optional) Numeric vector (e.g.run_index =
# c(1:100, 110, 115)) to run a subset of the provided
# parameter sets. If NULL all provided parameter sets
# are used.
# run_path (optional) Character string that provides the path
# where the '.model_run' folder is written and the
# SWAT models are executed. If NULL '.model_run' is
# built in the project folder.
# n_thread (optional) Number of threads to be used for the
# parallel model run. If not provided models are run
# on a single core.
# save_path (optional) Character string to define the path
# where the model runs are saved if save_file is de-
# fined. If save_path = NULL the save_file is saved
# in the 'project_path'.
# save_file (optional) Character string to define the name of
# the file where the simulations are saved.
# return_output (optional) Logical. Whether outputs should be re-
# turned or not. Set return_out = FALSE and provide
# save_file if outputs should only be saved on hard
# drive. Default = # TRUE
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# add_parameter (optional) Logical. If add_parameter = TRUE used
# parameter sets are saved and/or returned together
# with the model outputs. Default = TRUE
# add_date (optional) Logical. If add_date = TRUE a date
# column is added to every simulation output table.
# Default = TRUE
# refresh (optional) Logical. refresh = TRUE always forces
# that '.model_run' is newly written when SWAT run is
# started. Default = TRUE
# keep_folder (optional) Logical. If keep_folder = TRUE
# '.model_run' is kept and not deleted after finishing
# model runs. In this case '.model_run' is reused in a
# new model run if refresh = FALSE. Default = FALSE
# quiet (optional) Logical. If quiet = TRUE no messages are
# written. Default = FALSE

# Function call to define a simulation output

define_output(file, variable = NULL, unit = NULL, expression = NULL)

# Arguments

# file Character string. The SWAT output file where the
# output variable is located.
# variable Character string. Output variable available from
# the respective SWAT output file defined with
# variable file.
# unit Numeric vector. The spatial unit file for which the
# outputs should be extracted.
# expression Alternatively to variable and unit an expression
# can be defined to extract outputs directly as a
# text string.

3.2.3 Incremental saving, scanning and loading of saved sim-
ulations

As defined in the design goals for SWATplusR the returned simulations outputs are
organized in a ‘tidy’ way. Each simulated variable is organized in an individual
data.frame, each column in a data.frame is one simulation result for the variable,
and a row provides the values of all simulations for a time step. The parameters
save_file and return_output from the function run_swat*() control how the
extracted SWAT simulation outputs are stored. If a save_file is defined SQLite data
bases are generated in this path on the local hard drive and the simulation results
are saved incrementally in the data bases . If the argument return_output = TRUE
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all simulation results are returned back to the R environment after all simulations
were performed (see Fig. 3.2). SWATplusR provides two functions to access simulation
results that were saved locally in data bases. With the function load_swat_run()
simulation results that are saved in one or many data bases (but are the result from
one simulation project) can be loaded into R and further used for any analyses. Large
projects require some time to be loaded entirely into the R environment, or are even
too large for the RAM storage and cannot be loaded. Therefore, load_swat_run()
provides the option to define specific variables and specific simulation runs with the
respective input arguments variable and run. In some cases the user does not want
to load the simulation runs into R but only wants to inquire which variables and
simulation runs are stored in the data base (e.g. when continuing a simulation task).
For this tasks SWATplusR provides the function scan_swat_run() to simply request
the meta information of a project data base. A description of the function calls in R
and a detailed documentation of all input arguments that can be defined with the
function calls are provided in the following code boxes:

# Function call to load SWAT runs from a data base

load_swat_run(save_dir, variable = NULL, run = NULL,
add_parameter = TRUE, add_date = TRUE)

# Arguments

# save_dir Character string or vector of character strings
# that provide the path/s to the save folder/s.
# variable Output variables that were saved in the SWAT run
# and that should be loaded into R.
# run Numeric vector giving the indexes of the simula-
# tions that should be loaded.
# add_parameter Logical. If add_parameter = TRUE the parameter
# set for the SWAT runs is added to the loaded data.
# add_date Logical. If add_date = TRUE a date column is added
# to the simuation results of each variable

# Function call to scan SWAT runs that are saved in a data base

scan_swat_run(save_dir)

# Arguments

# save_dir Character string or vector of character strings
# that provide the path/s to the save folder/s.





4 ‘SWATplusR‘ application and
course materials

The major strength of the SWATplusR R package is the great compatibility with
other R packages. Therefore, SWATplusR facilitates a very intuitive integration of
SWAT projects into any programming and data analysis workflow in R. At the
beginning, however, an in particular when a SWAT model user is new to R it can
be challenging to perform the intended modeling tasks of a SWAT modeling study
in R. To provide guidance and to promote the use of the SWATplusR package in the
SWAT user community I prepared course material that alleviate the introduction of
SWATplusR into the users workflows. The study material covers typical tasks that can
be part of any SWAT modeling study, such as model calibration, parameter sensitivity
analysis, analysis and evaluation of the model results, or the visualization of model
results. For every of the listed task I suggest other R packages that can be helpful in
approaching the modeling task. Further, I prepare code examples, how the R packages
can be implemented together with SWATplusR. These code examples are in a way kept
rather general and can therefore act as templates that can be easily integrated in
other modeling studies and adapted to new requirements. The prepared materials will
be provided online and openly accessible. Further, the study materials will be the
basis of workshops to demonstrate the use of the SWATplusR package in mentioned
typical modeling situations, based on small case study examples (and most likely
implementing the prepared demo data sets). The sections below provide an excerpt of
the prepared study materials.

4.1 Package installation

4.1.1 SWATplusR
The SWATplusR package is hosted in a github repository. The R package devtools
(Wickham et al., 2018a) provides a great set of functions to easily install R packages
from other sources that CRAN. To access the functionality of devtools the package
can be installed from CRAN. After installing devtools, SWATplusR can be installed
using the following commands:

install.packages("devtools")
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# use the function install_github from the devtools package to install
devtools::install_github("chrisschuerz/SWATplusR")

4.1.2 Additional packages
Some R packages are useful in any data analysis project, such as most of the R
packages from the tidyverse (Wickham, 2017). The tidy verse is a suite of several
R packages that provide solutions for typical tasks in data analysis, such as readr
(Wickham et al., 2018b) dplyr (Wickham et al., 2019) and tidyr (Wickham and
Henry, 2018) for data manipulation and data cleaning, purrr (Henry and Wickham,
2019) for efficient functional programming, or ggplot2 for data visualization. The
entire tidyverse suite can be installed from CRAN as follows.

install.packages("tidyverse")

Other R packages are useful for environmental modeling tasks in particular (but not
exclusively). A recent article by Slater et al. (2019) gives a comprehensive overview of
useful R packages in hydrology. A small selection of R packages that is also mentioned
in the article will be briefly addressed here and further used in small examples below.

The lhs package (Carnell, 2019) provides different methods to draw Latin Hyper-
cube Samples (LHSs). LHS sampling is a strategy to sample e.g. model parameters,
while evenly covering the model parameter space. LHS sampling is often used in
hydrological modeling to draw model parameter combinations, for the application of
methods of global sensitivity analysis (GSA) such as the method of Sobol (Sobol, 1993,
Saltelli et al. (2008)), model calibration e.g. using the SUFI2 algorithm (Abbaspour
et al., 2004), or in optimization algorithms such as Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE;
Duan et al., 1993). To use the lhs package simply install it from CRAN. A LHS
sample can be generated simply by executing the following code:

install.packages("lhs")

# To draw 10 samples for 2 variables:
lhs_sample <- randomLHS(10, 2)

The hydroGOF package (Mauricio Zambrano-Bigiarini, 2017) provides a compre-
hensive library of objective functions to evaluate simulated time series based on
observation data, that are frequently used in hydrology, such as the Nash Sutcliffe
efficiency (NSE; Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), the Kling Gupta efficiency (KGE; Gupta et
al., 2009), or the percentage bias (Gupta et al., 1999). The package can be installed
from CRAN.

install.packages("hydroGOF")

The sensitivity (Iooss et al., 2018) package provides a large variety of methods to
perform Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA). Standard methods for sensitivity analysis
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that are available with the R package are the method of Sobol (Sobol, 1993), the
method of Morris (Morris, 1991), or Delsa (Rakovec et al., 2014). The package can be
installed from CRAN.

install.packages("sensitivity")

The fast package (Reusser, 2015) provides a collection of methods to perform
the Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) as a method for GSA. This package
implements this method in R. The package can be installed from CRAN.

install.packages("fast")

The hydromad package is a comprehensive suite for hydrological simulation, model
evaluation, model optimization, and visualization. It is due to its strict structural
requirements very limited to the models provided by the package. Some functions,
however, such as SCEoptim() that implements the SCE algorithm can be easily
implemented with any model function. The hydromad package is available from
hydromad.catchment.org and can be easily installed as follows:

install.packages(c("zoo", "latticeExtra", "polynom",
"car", "Hmisc","reshape"))

install.packages("hydromad",
repos="http://hydromad.catchment.org")

4.2 Loading R packages
R packages have to be loaded at the beginning of each R session in order to access
the functionality provided by a package. The command to load an R package is
library(). Good practice for any study done in R is to load all required packages at
the top of an R script:

library(SWATplusR)
library(tidyverse)
library(lubridate)
library(forcats)
library(lhs)
library(fast)
library(sensitivity)
library(hydroGOF)
library(hydromad)

http://hydromad.catchment.org
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4.3 Exploring the basic SWATplusR functionality

4.3.1 Loading a demo project
The SWATplusR package provides very simple model setups of a head watershed of the
Little River Experimental Watershed (LREW). Demo model setups can be retrieved
for SWAT2012 and for SWAT+. Currently the SWAT2012 demo is available for
Windows and Linux, while the SWAT+ demo is only available for Windows. In
updated versions of SWATplusR, however, demo projects will be available for all SWAT
versions and operating system platforms. A demo project can be loaded with the
following command.

# The path where the SWAT demo project will be written
demo_path <- "C:"

# Defining the SWAT version
swat_version <- "plus" #or "2012" on Linux

# The function writes the demo folder to the defined path and
# returns the final path of the project folder in R
proj_path <- load_demo(dataset = "project",

swat_version = swat_version,
path = demo_path)

4.3.2 Loading observation data for the LREW watershed
Discharge data for the main outlet of the demo watershed is available with SWATplusR.
The discharge time series is provided on a daily time step for the time period 1968-01-01
until 2012-12-31. The data set can be used for model evaluation of a demo project.
Running the following command loads a tibble with the timeseries of the discharge
data in the R working environment.

q_obs <- load_demo(dataset = "observation")

q_obs

# A tibble: 16,437 x 2
date q_out
<date> <dbl>

1 1968-01-01 0.16
2 1968-01-02 0.570
3 1968-01-03 0.61
4 1968-01-04 0.37
5 1968-01-05 0.25
6 1968-01-06 0.2
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7 1968-01-07 0.21
8 1968-01-08 0.22
9 1968-01-09 0.18

10 1968-01-10 0.34
# ... with 16,427 more rows

4.3.3 A first SWAT simulation
After loading the demo project it is already possible to perform a first SWAT simulation.
The SWAT demo project can be executed from R with the functions run_swat2012()
to run a SWAT2012 project or run_swatplus() to run a SWAT+ project. The
minimum requirements to execute a SWAT project are to provide the path to the
project folder on the hard drive and to define the simulation outputs that the simulation
should return to R. The definition of the simulation output always follows a simple
pattern. Each simulated variable (e.g. the discharge, the actual evapotranspiration, the
nitrate-nitrogen loads, etc.) has to be defined using the function define_output().
The arguments that have to be dfeined are file that tells the function into which
output file the variable was written, variable that is the variable header as it is
written in the output file, or the number of the column of a variable in the respective
output table, and unit that defines one or several spatial units for which the outputs
should be extracted. Below is an example to return the discharge (‘flow_out’) that is
written into the ‘channel’ file at the main outlet (that is the subbasin number 1) of
the SWAT+ demo project.

q_out <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = define_output(file = "channel",

variable = "flo_out",
unit = 1))

The function returns the simulation at the catchment outlet as a table providing
the simulation dates and the simulated discharge for these time steps.

q_out

# A tibble: 3,653 x 2
date flo_out
<date> <dbl>

1 2003-01-01 7.17
2 2003-01-02 6.12
3 2003-01-03 4.15
4 2003-01-04 3.15
5 2003-01-05 2.69
6 2003-01-06 2.43
7 2003-01-07 2.28
8 2003-01-08 2.18
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9 2003-01-09 2.11
10 2003-01-10 2.04
# ... with 3,643 more rows

More than one variable that should be returned to R after the simulation have to be
defined in a list. When the variables in the list are named, these variable names are
then assigned to the variables in the returned output tables, as shown in this example
for different water balance components.

wb_out <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = list(precip = define_output(file = "basin_wb",

variable = "precip",
unit = 1),

q_sur = define_output(file = "basin_wb",
variable = "surq_gen",
unit = 1),

q_lat = define_output(file = "basin_wb",
variable = "latq",
unit = 1),

eta = define_output(file = "basin_wb",
variable = "et",
unit = 1)))

wb_out

wb_out

# A tibble: 3,653 x 5
date precip q_sur q_lat eta
<date> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

1 2003-01-01 4.28 0.144 2.28 0.425
2 2003-01-02 0.387 0.021 1.68 0.951
3 2003-01-03 0 0.005 1.34 0.081
4 2003-01-04 0 0.001 1.15 0.742
5 2003-01-05 0 0 1.03 0.7
6 2003-01-06 0 0 0.962 0.676
7 2003-01-07 0 0 0.912 0.574
8 2003-01-08 0 0 0.874 0.628
9 2003-01-09 0 0 0.844 0.716

10 2003-01-10 0 0 0.817 0.423
# ... with 3,643 more rows

4.3.4 Modifying parameters in a simulation
Parameters that should be modified in a SWAT simulation can be provided to the
function run_swat*() with the argument parameter. A single parameter set can be
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provided as a vector. Many parameter sets that should be used in simulations have to
be provided with a tibble.

The parameter names, that have to be provided with the parameter set, are very
essential as they have to follow a certain syntax that controls the changes that are
made for a parameter, such as the type of change, or selecting specific HRUs, subbasins,
or land uses for which the parameter should be modified, or which should be excluded
from the parameter change. A parameter name can consist of several parts, where
some are required and others are optional. The minimum requirement for a parameter
name is the actual name of the parameter in the model an the type of change as shown
in the example below. The syntax tells the model that the parameter ‘CN2’ that is
defined on HRU level should be changed and that the parameter should be changed
by adding an absolute value to the initial parameter value.

par_name <- "cn2.hru|change = abschg"

For later analyses it can be a good strategy to assign clear names to the parameters,
especially if the modification of a parameter was only done for selected subbasins, or
land uses. Individual names can be assigned to a parameter as follows.

par_name <- "my_name::cn2.hru|change = abschg"

To define now a single parameter set for a SWAT simulation a named vector has
to be generated where the name defines the parameter to be changed and controls the
type of change and the value provides the change to be made in the SWAT model
setup. Below a single parameter set was generated where all ‘CN2’ values in the model
are reduced by 5 percent and set the ‘alpha.gw’ value was set to 0.5 globally in the
model setup.

par_single <- c("cn2.hru|change = pctchg" = - 5,
"alpha.gw|change = absval" = 0.5)

The SWAT model can be executed with the new parameter set by simply assigning
the vector with the parameter values to the input argument parameter.

q_out <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = define_output(file = "channel",

variable = "flo_out",
unit = 1),

parameter = par_single)

The same workflow works with several parameter sets when they are defined in a
tibble. The example below uses the same parameters as above, but in this case a
tibble was defined with 8 random realizations for each parameter within the defined
boundaries.
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par_set <- tibble("cn2.hru|change = abschg" = runif(8,-15,10),
"alpha.gw|change = absval" = runif(8, 0, 1))

The implementation in the run_swat*() function works the same way. To execute
multiple SWAT simulations with many parameter sets the SWATplusR package provides
the option to run the simulations in parallel. To perform a parallel model execution
the number of parallel threads has to be defined with the input argument n_thread.

q_out <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = list(q_sur = define_output(file = "basin_wb",

variable = "surq_gen",
unit = 1),

q_lat = define_output(file = "basin_wb",
variable = "latq",
unit = 1)),

parameter = par_set,
n_thread = 4)

Now instead of only providing a table with the simulations, the function returns by
default a list that stores the parameter set that was used, a table that shows details
of the parameter definition and the simulation results, where again the each variable
is stored in one table. As more than one simulation was performed, the columns for
the simulation results are now named run_1 to run_8.

q_out

$parameter
$parameter$values
# A tibble: 8 x 2

cn2 alpha
<dbl> <dbl>

1 -1.59 0.819
2 9.06 0.364
3 0.552 0.0511
4 -8.80 0.884
5 -4.50 0.388
6 -2.95 0.969
7 -12.0 0.492
8 5.49 0.701

$parameter$definition
# A tibble: 2 x 4

par_name parameter file_name change
<chr> <chr> <chr> <chr>
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1 cn2 cn2 hru abschg
2 alpha alpha gw absval

$simulation
$simulation$q_sur
# A tibble: 3,653 x 9

date run_1 run_2 run_3 run_4 run_5 run_6 run_7 run_8
<date> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

1 2003-01-01 0.112 0.366 0.152 0.035 0.071 0.091 0.02 0.244
2 2003-01-02 0.017 0.058 0.022 0.005 0.011 0.014 0.002 0.039
3 2003-01-03 0.004 0.014 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.009
4 2003-01-04 0.001 0.003 0.001 0 0.001 0.001 0 0.002
5 2003-01-05 0 0.001 0 0 0 0 0 0.001
6 2003-01-06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 2003-01-07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2003-01-08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 2003-01-09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 2003-01-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
# ... with 3,643 more rows

$simulation$q_lat
# A tibble: 3,653 x 9

date run_1 run_2 run_3 run_4 run_5 run_6 run_7 run_8
<date> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

1 2003-01-01 2.33 1.74 2.27 2.49 2.41 2.37 2.52 2.01
2 2003-01-02 1.72 1.27 1.67 1.87 1.80 1.75 1.90 1.47
3 2003-01-03 1.38 1.01 1.33 1.52 1.44 1.41 1.54 1.18
4 2003-01-04 1.18 0.86 1.14 1.30 1.24 1.21 1.33 1.01
5 2003-01-05 1.06 0.773 1.02 1.17 1.12 1.09 1.20 0.905
6 2003-01-06 0.989 0.717 0.953 1.09 1.03 1.01 1.11 0.841
7 2003-01-07 0.937 0.679 0.903 1.03 0.98 0.956 1.05 0.797
8 2003-01-08 0.898 0.651 0.866 0.98 0.938 0.917 0.999 0.765
9 2003-01-09 0.867 0.627 0.835 0.943 0.905 0.884 0.961 0.738

10 2003-01-10 0.839 0.607 0.809 0.912 0.876 0.856 0.928 0.715
# ... with 3,643 more rows

4.4 Typical modeling tasks with SWATplusR

4.4.1 Parameter sensitivity analysis
In two examples the SWATplusR package will be integrated into parameter sensitivity
analysis applying the two standard methods for global sensitivity analysis (GSA), the
method of Sobol that is available in the R package sensitivity and FAST that is
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provided with the R package fast. The Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST)
is a method to perform GSA with few model evaluations. It only requires a few
simulations when the number of parameters is low and strongly increases to tenth
of thousands of model evaluations for more than 20 parameters. Therefore for our
example we select only 7 parameters that are relevant in many model SWAT model
applications.

The FAST method requires a specific parameter sampling design. Fortunately, the
fast package provides a function to sample the model parameters.

# The parameters used with their boundaries
par_names <- c("cn2.hru | change = abschg",

"lat_ttime.hru | change = absval",
"lat_len.hru | change = absval",
"k.sol | change = pctchg",
"z.sol | change = pctchg",
"esco.hru | change = absval",
"epco.hru | change = absval")

par_fast <- fast_parameters(
minimum = c(-15, 0.5, 10, -50, -50, 0, 0),
maximum = c( 10, 50, 100, 50, 50, 1, 1),

names = par_names)

To perform a FAST analysis for 7 parameters 167 model evaluations are required.
The SWAT model is executed with the parameter sets sampled with fast and is
evaluated using the NSE criterion for daily discharge for the time period 2003 to 2012.

q_fast <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = list(q_out = define_output(file = "channel",

variable = "flo_out",
unit = 3)),

parameter = par_fast,
start_date = "2000-01-01",
end_date = "2012-12-31",
years_skip = 3,
n_thread = 4)

The NSE function is available from the hydroGOF package. To evaluate the
simulations with the same time period of the observations, the observation time series
was also reduce to 2003 to 2012.

q_obs <- filter(q_obs, date >= ymd("2003-01-01"),
date <= "2012-12-31")
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nse_fast <- q_fast$simulation$q_out %>%
select(-date) %>%
map_dbl(., ~NSE(.x, q_obs$q_out))

sens_fast <- sensitivity(nse_fast, 7)

To visualize the calculated sensitivities the ggplot2 package was used and a bar
plot was generated where the sensitivity values of the 7 parameters were sorted and
plotted, to rank the parameters.

result_fast <- tibble(parameter = q_fast$parameter$definition$par_name,
fast = sens_fast) %>%

mutate(parameter = factor(parameter) %>% fct_reorder(., fast))
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Figure 4.1: Results of the sensitivity analysis using the FAST method.

The method of Sobol is a reference method for GSA. To implement the SWAT
model in the GSA workflow with sensitivity a function has to be defined that
returns the a scalar variable for which the sensitivity is assessed.

swat_sobol <- function(par) {
names(par) <- par_names
q_sim <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,

output = define_output(file = "channel",
variable = "flo_out",
unit = 1),
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parameter = par,
start_date = "2000-01-01",
end_date = "2012-12-31",
years_skip = 3, n_thread = 4,
add_date = FALSE)

nse_q <- map_dbl(q_sim$simulation$flo_out/8.64,
~ NSE(.x, q_obs$q_out))

return(nse_q)
}

To perform GSA with the method of Sobol two random sets of samples with the
same sample size for the parameters that should be analyzed are required.

par_bound <- tibble("cn2.hru | change = abschg" = c(-15, 10),
"lat_ttime.hru | change = absval" = c(0.5, 50),
"lat_len.hru | change = absval" = c(10, 100),
"k.sol | change = pctchg" = c(-50, 50),
"z.sol | change = pctchg" = c(-50, 50),
"esco.hru | change = absval" = c(0, 1),
"epco.hru | change = absval" = c(0, 1))

n_par <- 7
n_samp <- 500

x1 <- data.frame(matrix(runif(n_par * n_samp), nrow = n_samp)) %>%
set_names(., names(par_bound)) %>%
map2_dfc(., par_bound, ~ (.x * (.y[2] - .y[1]) + .y[1]))

x2 <- data.frame(matrix(runif(n_par * n_samp), nrow = n_samp)) %>%
set_names(., names(par_bound)) %>%
map2_dfc(., par_bound, ~ (.x * (.y[2] - .y[1]) + .y[1]))

To perform the sensitivity analysis with using method of Sobol the following
command has to be executed. In total 4000 model evaluations are necessary to analyze
7 parameters with 500 Sobol samples.

sens_sobol <- sobol(model = swat_nse, X1 = x1, X2 = x2, nboot = 100)

Similar to the visualization of the results with the FAST method the results of the
GSA with the method of Solbol are plotted.

plot_sobol <- sens_sobol$S %>%
mutate(parameter = rownames(.)) %>%
mutate(parameter = factor(parameter) %>% fct_reorder(., original))
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ggplot(data = plot_sobol) +
geom_pointrange(aes(x = parameter, y = original ,

ymin = `min. c.i.`, ymax = `max. c.i.`)) +
coord_flip() +
xlab("Parameter") +
ylab("Sensitivity") +
theme_bw() +
theme(text = element_text(size=14))
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Figure 4.2: Results of the sensitivity analysis using the method of Sobol.

4.4.2 Parameter optimization
A way to find a model parametrization that results in model setup that adequately
reproduces observation data is to perform parameter optimization. Several routines
such as the Shuffled Complex Evolution algorithm (SCE; Duan et al., 1993), or the
Dynamically Dimensioned Search algorithm (DDS; Tolson and Shoemaker, 2007)
among others are frequently used in hydrological modeling. The two examples below
demonstrate the implementation of a ‘quasi-Newton’ method (Byrd et al., 1995) with
the generic optim() function and the implementation of the SCE algorithm that is
available in the hydromad package.

Both optimization algorithms again require a function that returns a scalar for
the optimization. Thus, the SWAT model has to be implemented in a function
that performs the model evaluation with observation data and returns a measure of
goodness-of-fit for which the model parameters will be optimized.
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swat_optim <- function(par) {
names(par) <- par_names
q_sim <- run_swatplus(project_path = "C:/swat_test/swatplus_demo",

output = define_output(file = "channel",
variable = "flo_out",
unit = 1),

parameter = par,
start_date = "2000-01-01",
end_date = "2012-12-31",
years_skip = 3,
quiet = TRUE,
keep_folder = TRUE,
refresh = FALSE)

nse_q <- - NSE(q_sim$simulation$flo_out/8.64, q_obs$q_out)

return(nse_q)
}

The optimization algorithms require the parameters to be optimized, starting
values, and upper and lower parameter boundaries to define the range in which the
algorithm searches the best parameter set.

par_names <- c("cn2.hru | change = abschg",
"lat_ttime.hru | change = absval",
"lat_len.hru | change = absval",
"k.sol | change = pctchg",
"z.sol | change = pctchg",
"epco.hru | change = absval",
"esco.hru | change = absval")

par_init <- c(0, 5, 50, 0 , 0, 0.5, 0.5)
par_lwr <- c(-15, 0.5, 10, -50, -50, 0, 0)
par_upr <- c( 10, 50, 100, 50, 50, 1, 1)

names(par) <- par_names
names(par_lwr) <- par_names
names(par_upr) <- par_names

To perform the parameter optimization the defined model that should be optimized
and the parameters with their initial values and boundaries are implemented as follows.

opt_bfgs <- optim(par, swat_opt, method = "L-BFGS-B",
lower = par_lwr, upper = par_upr,
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control = list(reltol = 10^(-3)))

opt_sce <- SCEoptim(swat_opt, par, lower = par_lwr, upper = par_upr,
control = list(reltol = 10^(-3)))

4.4.3 Parameter sampling and model calibration
A common procedure in hydrological modeling is to draw random samples for a set of
parameters, to execute the model with all drawn parameter combinations, evaluate
the simulations based on one or several criteria, and select parameter sets that were
able to reproduce the observation date sufficiently with the applied model setup. A
workflow to perform all these steps is illustrated below. Random samples are often
drawn using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) as the LHS sampling strategy evenly
distributes the drawn samples over the defined parameter space. In R LHS samples
can be drawn with the R package lhs.

par_bound <- tibble("cn2.hru | change = abschg" = c(-15, 10),
"lat_ttime.hru | change = absval" = c(0.5, 50),
"lat_len.hru | change = absval" = c(10, 100),
"k.sol | change = pctchg" = c(-50, 50),
"z.sol | change = pctchg" = c(-50, 50),
"esco.hru | change = absval" = c(0, 1),
"epco.hru | change = absval" = c(0, 1))

n_par <- 7
n_samp <- 250

par_lhs <- randomLHS(n = n_samp, k = n_par) %>%
as_tibble(.) %>%
map2_dfc(., par_bound, ~ (.x * (.y[2] - .y[1]) + .y[1]))

All sampled parameter combinations are implemented in the SWAT+ demo setup
and daily discharge is simulated for the period 2003-01-01 until 2012-12-31 (with a
warm-up period of 3 years before that). Again the entire table that holds all parameter
combinations is provided with the argument parameter. In this small example we
simply define that the period from 2003-01-01 is a calibration period of 5 years. The
following 5 years from 2008 - 2012 are used to validate the simulations that were
identified as behavioral in the calibration.

q_lhs <- run_swatplus(project_path = proj_path,
output = list(q_out = define_output(file = "channel",

variable = "flo_out",
unit = 3)),

parameter = par_lhs,
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start_date = "2000-01-01",
end_date = "2012-12-31",

years_skip = 3,
n_thread = 4)

The 250 simulations are evaluated with the NSE criterion and observations of daily
discharge at the catchment outlet. To split the data into calibration and validation
periods the time series have to be cut by the defined dates. Important to know here is
that SWAT+ writes the discharge in ha · m. To convert the discharge volume for one
day to a mean discharge for that day in m3s−1 it is necessary to divide by 8.64.

q_cal <- q_lhs$simulation$q_out %>%
filter(date < ymd("2008-01-01"))

q_obs_cal <- q_obs %>%
filter(date < ymd("2008-01-01"))

nse_cal <- q_cal %>%
select(-date) %>%
map_dbl(., ~NSE(.x/8.64, q_obs_cal$q_out))

Below the best NSE results from the 250 simulations are given for the calibration
period. With a maximum NSE of 0.71 the LHS sample of the selected parameters
resulted already in acceptable simulations.

head(sort(nse_cal, decreasing = TRUE))

run_219 run_198 run_244 run_168 run_016 run_012
0.7110944 0.7006471 0.6990813 0.6966276 0.6941954 0.6890791

To validate the selected behavioral simulations the procedure is repeated, but only
using the runs that were selected in the calibration step.

index_sel <- sort(nse_cal, decreasing = TRUE, index.return = TRUE)
run_sel <- names(index_sel$x[index_sel$x > 0.5])
index_sel <- index_sel$ix[index_sel$x > 0.5]

q_sel <- q_lhs$simulation$q_out %>%
select(date, one_of(run_sel))

q_val <- q_sel %>%
filter(date >= ymd("2008-01-01"))

q_obs_val <- q_obs %>%
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filter(date >= ymd("2008-01-01"))

nse_val<- q_val %>%
select(-date) %>%
map_dbl(., ~NSE(.x/8.64, q_obs_val$q_out))

The majority of the selceted runs performed well in the validation, with NSE
values above 0.5 for almost all runs.

head(nse_val)

run_219 run_198 run_244 run_168 run_016 run_012
0.6313062 0.6265993 0.6749064 0.6945464 0.6514865 0.6619073

4.4.4 Visualization
To explore the simulations it is strongly recommended to include visualizations in the
analysis. Common visualizations that are used in analyses of hydrological simulations
are dotty plots and to plot the time series of all model parametrizations that are
considered as behavioral. Dotty plots are useful to identify parameter ranges that
either improve or decrease the considered criterion that was used to evaluate the
simulations. This is an indicator for the parameter sensitivities and can further be used
to constrain the parameter ranges in a next iteration step in the model calibration.
The plots of simulated time series and their comparison to observation data can
provide a lot of insight in the strengths and weaknesses of reproducing observations
with a model setup. Below code examples are provided to produce such plots for the
small calibration example.

dotty_data <- q_lhs$parameter$values %>%
mutate(nse = nse_cal) %>%
gather(key = "parameter", value = "value", -nse)

ggplot(data = dotty_data) +
geom_point(aes(x = value, y = nse)) +
theme_bw() +
ylim(c(-5, 1)) +
ylab("NSE") +
xlab("Parameter") +
facet_wrap(parameter ~ ., scales = "free_x" ) +
theme(text = element_text(size=14))

The dotty plot clearly shows a strong impact of the parameter ‘lat_ttime’, that
was already shown in the different sensitivity analyses. The other parameters show a
rather flat upper boundary in the dotty plots. Thus, these parameters were able (in
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Figure 4.3: Dotty plot for the 250 LHS sampled model parameter sets based on the
NSE for daily discharge.

combination with other parameters) to result in good simulations over their entire
range.

plot_cal <- q_cal %>%
select(one_of(run_sel)) %>%
mutate(q_max = pmap_dbl(., max),

q_min = pmap_dbl(., min)) %>%
select(matches(run_sel[1]), q_min, q_max) %>%
mutate_all(funs(./8.64)) %>%
bind_cols(set_names(q_obs_cal, "date", "q_obs"), .) %>%
gather(key = "variable", value = "discharge", -date, -q_min, - q_max) %>%
mutate(period = "calibration")

plot_val <- q_val %>%
select(-date) %>%
mutate(q_max = pmap_dbl(., max),

q_min = pmap_dbl(., min)) %>%
select(matches(run_sel[1]), q_min, q_max) %>%
mutate_all(funs(./8.64)) %>%
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bind_cols(set_names(q_obs_val, "date", "q_obs"), .) %>%
gather(key = "variable", value = "discharge", -date, -q_min, - q_max) %>%
mutate(period = "validation")

plot_data <- bind_rows(plot_cal, plot_val)

ggplot(data = plot_data) +
geom_ribbon(aes(x = date, ymin = q_min, ymax = q_max, fill = period)) +
geom_line(aes(x = date, y = discharge, col = variable, linetype = period), lwd = 0.25) +
scale_color_manual(values = c("dodgerblue3", "tomato3")) +
scale_fill_manual(values = c("grey30", "grey70")) +
xlab("Date (yyyy)") +
ylab(expression (Discharge~(m^3~s^{-1}))) +
theme_bw()
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Figure 4.4: Best simulation and ranges for behavioral simulations for discharge atthe
main outlet for the calibration and validation periods.





5 Outlook

The previous sections outline the routinely challenges in environmental modeling stud-
ies and showed with SWATplusR a flexible tool to implement solutions into individual
programming workflows to approach SWAT modeling tasks in R. The R package
provides already the essential functionality in its current form. Following steps of
the package development will focus on the improvement of the demo materials that
are implemented in the R package and the documentation of the R package. To
establish the developed tool in the R community and to find great acceptance with the
developed programming workflows the study materials will be improved, workshops
will be organized and the publication of the R package in a peer reviewed journal.

The demo materials that are implemented in SWATplusR facilitate to test large
parts of the package functionality already. An implementation of SWAT+ on Linux
platforms is, however, still missing, as no stable Linux executable of SWAT+ yet exists.
The development of Linux executables of recent revisions of SWAT+ is currently
under development and will be implemented soon. Based on feedback from future
SWAT-R workshops and feedback from colleagues that test the R package, further
modifications and additions to the R package and the demo materials will be done.
The documentation of the functionality of SWATplusR is in development and will be
available online soon at https://chrisschuerz.github.io/SWATplusR.

The study materials will be continuously improved based on feedback from the
workshops and feedback that I get from colleagues. Currently study materials are
available in a form as outlined in section 4 above. The materials from the first SWAT-R
workshop that took place at the Texas A&M Research and Extension Center, Temple,
TX in December 2018 (see Fig. 5.1) are freely available online from the course’s
GitHub repository. In a final step the course materials will be integrated with the
R package documentation online. Short tutorials will be developed and structured
in chapters that cover collections of programming solutions for typical challenges
in environmental modeling (similar to the materials outlined in section 4, but with
greater detail). A first test workshop held for the SWAT developers group at the
Texas A&M Blackland Research and Extension Center Temple, TX on Dec. 4 2018
(Fig. 5.1) brought valuable feedback for the R package and the course materials. This
first workshop forms the basis for further future workshop formats to teach R as a
tool for environmental modeling and to introduce SWAT modelers in the functionality
of the SWATplusR package. This year two further workshops are planned, one for the
German SWAT user group at the University of Rostock, Germany in March 2019 and
a second at the International SWAT Conference at the University of Natural Resources

https://chrisschuerz.github.io/SWATplusR
https://github.com/chrisschuerz/SWAT-R-Workshop
https://github.com/chrisschuerz/SWAT-R-Workshop
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Figure 5.1: The first test workshop held for the SWAT developer group at the Texas
A&M Blackland Research and Extension Center Temple, TX on Dec 4 2018

and Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria in July 2019 (further information is provided at
the conference web page).

https://swat.tamu.edu/conferences/2019-vienna/
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